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Vanities
Stylish, inspirational and functional,
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this comprehensive range of vanities
and accessories provides the finishing
touch to any washroom environment.

Armitage Venesta reserves the right to alter or change specifications without notice.
Colours reproduced in this brochure are as accurate as the printing processes permit.
Please note: It is the Customers responsibility to ensure that colour contrast chosen
complies with the new Building Regulations part M.
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Vanities
When you specify Armitage Venesta you are investing in a

Introducing inspiration into any washroom environment, our

name you can trust to deliver quality, choice, value for money

comprehensive range of inspiring yet functional vanities and

and industry-leading service. We have over 75 years

accessories will provide the solution to your vanity needs.

experience in supplying washroom systems for every type of
commercial use. Our products have stood the test of time not

Promoting contemporary style and modern design, the choice of

only in prestigious office and hotel developments but also in

vanity offer includes streamlined glass units to create a stunning

the most vandal prone environments. Whatever the location

visual impact, Avonite vanity tops to add dimension to your design,

we can provide you with a solution that is truly fit for purpose

compact for use in even the harshest of environments and an

with consistently fast lead times.

extensive range of laminate vanity profiles for situations requiring
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an economical solution that does not compromise quality. Our
Our dedicated team of designers are committed to developing
new products that will inspire and provide customers with

selection guarantees that even the most functional commercial
washroom can become creative.

Compact
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optimum choice whilst meeting performance demands.
Armitage Venesta’s reputation as the UK’s leading washroom
systems expert is supported by our service team, who are
available to provide specification advice and technical help at
every stage, including estimating, CAD layout drawings and
after-sales support.

The introduction of our accessories range allows you to specify your
entire vanity solution in one stop. After analysing the wasted space
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in and around the vanity area, Armitage Venesta’s forward thinking
design innovation has prompted the creation of our new clever
accessories incorporating mirrors, lights, soap dispensers, towel
dispensers, storage cabinets and bins that allow you to maximise the
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space in the washroom area and abolish the need for separate items.
For installations where lack of space is an issue, our new
S-R-D wash station will provide the perfect solution, allowing the
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user to soap, rinse and dry their hands all within one attractive
brushed stainless steel wall mounted unit.

Clever
accessories
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All our vanities have the added flexibility of the IPS Evolve
pre-plumbed option. This together with Armitage Venesta’s
extensive cubicle range and service promise will enable you
to specify an inspirational vanity solution for any washroom
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environment with confidence.
Service &
support
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Oslo
A luxurious vanity solution combining the minimalist
design feature of highly polished stainless steel basins
with the sheer elegance of this contemporary glass
cantilever vanity. Complementing the 15mm glass top,
the brushed stainless steel brackets emphasise the
simplicity of today’s modern designs.
This stunning combination culminates in a prestigious
solution for premium environments where an impressive
visual impact is desired.

Silver monoblock single lever tap

Cantilever bracket, brushed stainless steel
Vanity top - 2250mm triple cantilever top,
15mm toughened glass
Cantilever bracket - Brushed stainless steel
Washbasin - Stainless steel without taphole
9S00001P0
Bottle trap - E0079AA
Taps - Silver monoblock single lever no pop
up waste E0068AA
Cubicles - Equinox with polished aluminium
pilasters and fittings
Door - Glass
Partition - Graphite
Please note: Walls supporting the glass
cantilever must be of sufficient load bearing
capacity to accept the weight of the unit.
Oslo units are suitable for light duty applications.
Care should be taken in designing and routing
of supply, drainage pipe-work and fittings.
All such fittings to be by others.
4
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Avonite
Avonite, the proven solid surface material that provides a
luxurious finish through its stone appearance to polish off
any washroom installation.
The Avonite integral bowl provides the vanity unit with a smooth
seamless finish and to add to the materials flexibilty ceramic and
stainless steel basins can also be specified. A choice of 10
dimensional shades are on offer to aid your deign requirements.

Avonite shades

6

Moonbeam

Mercury

Supernova

Asteroid

Molten rock

Nebular

Northern lights

Cosmic

Hemisphere

Eclipse

Main image

Left

Vanity top - Profile A3 - Cosmic
Integrated basins - Moonbeam
Cone monoblock tap B5107AA
Vanity under panels - Tate
Vanity under frames - Hush
Accessories - Bin chute with concealed bin 0302044
Cubicles - Centurion with satin anodised
pilasters and light grey powder coated fittings
Doors - Tate
Partitions - Hush

Vanity top - Profile A1 - Molten rock
White square semi-recessed basin E310201
Silver monoblock dual lever tap without pop-up waste E0066AA
Vanity under panels - Tate
Vanity under frames - Hush
Bulk head - B1 - Tate
Light pelmet - Profile LP5 - Tate
Retractable towel dispenser 0302042
Retractable soap dispenser 0302041
Cubicles - Centurion with satin anodised
pilasters and light grey powder coated fittings
Doors - Tate
Partitions - Hush
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Laminate
Providing an economical solution that does not compromise quality or design, the laminate vanity
option is the perfect solution for any dry environment.
Choice is a key design feature and with 8 vanity profiles to choose from and an extensive palette
of 42 stimulating colours, you are provided with optimum levels of choice to deliver inspiration and
innovative vanity solutions to even the most practical washroom environment.
The further option of low level vanities for children and screen print designs applied to the vanity under
panels, adds to this materials flexibility when specification for schools and nurseries is concerned.
The durable vanity tops and underpanels are manufactured from 17mm moisture resistant chipboard
faced both sides with high pressure laminate, creating an overall thickness of 19mm.

Left
Vanity top - Profile K5 - Leather
White square semi-recessed basin
E310201
Cone monoblock tap B5107AA
Bulk head - B1 - Tranquil
Light pelmet - Profile LP5 - Tranquil
Mirror dispenser cabinet - 0302040
Cubicles - Radius with polished
aluminium fittings
Doors and partitions - Leather
Pilasters - Tranquil
Above
Vanity top - Profile K7 at 750mm height - Sentinel
Orbit 500mm 2 taphole basin S255001
Avon Pillar taps S7239AA
Vanity under panels - Sentinel
Vanity under frames - Mystic
Light pelmet - Profile LP5 - Sentinel
Cubicles - Genesis
Doors - Size C - Mystic
Partitions and pilasters - Sentinel
Fittings - Hydrogen
Right
Vanity top - Profile K1 at 600mm height - Salsa
Profile 500mm 2 taphole basin S244001
Avon Pillar taps S7239AA
Vanity under panels - Salsa
Vanity under frames - Lemon
Light pelmet - Profile LP5 - Salsa
Cubicles - Genesis
Doors - Size A - Salsa
Partitions and pilasters - Lemon
Fittings - Smoke
8
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Compact

Main image

Compact is the perfect solution for both wet and vandal prone environments such as leisure centres

Vanity top - Profile C1 - Piccadilly
Tamura basin T077601
Cone monoblock tap B5107AA
Vanity under panels - Mist
Vanity under frames - Piccadilly
Cubicles - Relay with shower curtains
Partitions and pilasters - Piccadilly

and washroom areas demanding a robust installation such as secondary schools, colleges and public

Below right

A hard working vanity for hard working environments, this 13mm thick, solid grade laminate option
offers the ultimate performance in the most demanding environments and is totally impervious to water.

toilet areas.
The exciting colour palette comprising 42 vibrant and contemporary shades enables you to create
a washroom environment that delivers strength and style without compromise.

Vanity top - Profile C1 - Sentinel
Stainless steel basin with 1 tap hole 9S00002P0
Academy dual control monoblock mixer E0106AA
Vanity under panels - Smoke
Vanity under frames - Sentinel
Tamura basin
Cone monoblock tap

Stainless steel basin
Academy dual control monoblock tap
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IPS Evolve

S-R-D wash station

IPS Evolve the UK’s leading metal framed, pre-plumbed washroom system

Specifiers are frequently tasked to design an area where space is a concern.

provides the opportunity to specify single units of attractive wall hung vanities.

Armitage Venesta have provided the answer with the introduction of our

The simplicity of the system, which promotes a unique click-fix mechanism
and on-site flexibility enables installation to be completed efficiently and cost

S-R-D wash station allowing users to Soap, Rinse and Dry their hands all
within one wall mounted handrinse unit.

effectively. All IPS Evolve units are delivered to site pre-plumbed with

The attractive brushed stainless steel unit utilises the IPS Evolve pre-plumbed

sanitaryware and brassware attached.

panelling system to create a contemporary streamlined handrinse answer for
installations that lack the space for a floor mounted vanity unit.

Vanity top - Multi run, 600mm single cantilever
top, 15mm toughened glass
Cantilever bracket - Brushed stainless steel
Washbasin - Stainless steel without taphole
9S00001P0
Taps - Jado Newhaven wall mounted L4003AA
IPS Evolve pre-plumbed panels - Bronze with
Bronze flashgaps
Please note: Walls supporting the glass cantilever
must be of sufficient load bearing capacity to
accept the weight of the unit.
Oslo units are suitable for light duty applications.
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IPS Evolve pre-plumbed panels - Cherry with
Graphite flashgaps
Cubicles - Centurion with satin anodised
pilasters and light grey powder coated fittings
Doors and partitions - Cherry
Accessories - S-R-D wash station 0302024
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Fixtures and fittings
Inset vanity basins

Cone monobloc tap B5107AA

Stainless steel basin with one taphole
Dia 460mm 9S00002P0

Counter top

Orbit 550 2 tapholes,
overflow and chainhole

Sandringham 500 2 tapholes,
overflow and chainhole

S255001

S250801

Orbit 550 1 centre taphole
and overflow, no chainhole

Sandringham 500 1 taphole,
overflow and chainhole

White 400 vessel basin

S255101

S250701

E000601

Semi-recessed vanity basins

Stainless steel basin without
taphole Dia 381mm 9S00001P0

Cone pillar taps B5105AA

Profile 500 2 tapholes,
overflow and chainhole

Sandringham 500 2 tapholes,
overflow, no chainhole

S244001

S245901

Profile 500 1 centre taphole
and overflow, no chainhole

White 450 1 centre taphole

Sandringham 500 1 taphole
overflow, no chainhole

S244101

E001401

S245801

Pillar taps

White semi-recessed vanity basin E310201

Tamura inset vanity basin T077601

Avon 1/2'' self-closing
pillar taps

Sandringham 1/2''
self-closing pillar taps

Academy 1/2''
pillar taps

Millenia 1/2''
lever taps

Sandringham
lever pillar taps

S7239AA

S7029AA

E0166AA

S7004AA

S7096AA

Jado Newhaven tall single lever
monobloc mixer L4052AA

Mixer taps

Retractable towel dispenser 0302042

Retractable soap dispenser 0302041
Silver monoblock single
lever with pop-up waste

Jado Newhaven wall mounted tap L4003AA

E0067AA

Silver monoblock single
lever no pop-up waste

Silver monoblock
single lever for
vessel no
pop-up waste
E0069AA

E0068AA

LP3 Laminate pelmet with low
voltage downlight
14

LP5 Laminate pelmet with low
voltage downlight

Jado Newhaven small single lever
monobloc mixer L4000AA

Silver monoblock dual
lever with pop-up waste

Silver 3 tapholes
panel 150mm spout

Silver 3 tap holes
panel 230mm spout

E0065AA

E0063AA

E0064AA Suitable for use
with white vessel basin

Silver monoblock dual
lever no pop-up waste
E0066AA

Valves

Idyll single lever
monoblock mixer
with pop-up waste

Academy dual
control
monoblock mixer

Tratto single lever
monoblock with
pop-up waste

Avon
monoblock
mixer

Nuastyle
thermostatic
mixer

E0245AA

E0106AA

A1395AA

S7316AA

S7449AA

Idyll single lever
monoblock mixer no
pop-up waste

Tratto single lever
monoblock no
pop-up waste

E0315AA

A6230AA

Nuastyle 15mm
thermostatic valve
S7435AA
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Clever accessories

Technical drawings and information

With today’s modern design trends leaning towards the minimalist, an evaluation of the usable space both within the vanity

Oslo

itself and the wall space above has prompted the development of our selection of accessories. Utilising current wasted space
within the washroom area, we have designed products that abolish the need to place hand dryers, soap dispensers, storage
units and bins elsewhere in the washroom by integrating the accessories within the vanity itself. Our mirror dispenser cabinets
and bin chutes make our vanity units a one stop shop for washing and drying your hands and disposing of the paper towel.
Stainless steel
without taphole

• 15mm toughened glass. BS6206A. Radiused corners and polished edges.
• Bracket, 3mm sheet stainless steel, laser cut and folded with integral stainless
steel fixing block. Adjustable top fixing for levelling of glass.
• CP metal trap. Available in standard widths 600mm, 1500mm and 2250 mm.
• Suitable for light duty applications. Please note: Walls supporting the glass cantilever
vanity must be of sufficient load bearing capacity to accept the weight of the unit.

Avonite

Mirror dispenser cabinets 0302040

13.5mm solid homogeneous
material with integral
moulded-in-reinforcements
that provide impact and
thermal shock resistance.
Suitable for heavy duty
applications.

Mirror dispenser cabinet revealing storage, towel and
soap dispensers 0302040

A1 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin with upstand

A3 Profile - Fully integrated
washbasin with upstand

Compact

13mm overall thickness, solid
grade laminate with integral
double melamine resin coated
surface. Machine radiused and
polished edges to all panels.
Suitable for wet and heavy duty
applications.
C1 Profile - Fully inset
washbasin

Bin chute with concealed bin 0302044

C2 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin

Bin chute with on-view bin 0302043

All measurements are in mm
16
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Technical drawings and information

Service and support

High Pressure Laminate

From the moment you make your first

Light Pelmets

enquiry through to final installation,
Armitage Venesta work in partnership
with you to make sure you receive
knowledgeable advice and full technical
LP3 Profile
HPL Pelmet

LP4 Profile
Compact Pelmet

LP5 Profile
HPL Pelmet

K1 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin profile with upstand

(CPD) presentations for the benefit of

K2 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin profile without upstand

of the way
Website information
www.armitage-venesta.co.uk
www.armitage-venesta.com

support at every stage. We also conduct
Continuous Professional Development

Wall Units

...with support every step

Fully trained
Specification Managers

specifiers. To give you this unrivalled level
of service we follow a seven-stage plan.
This includes:

K3 Profile - Fully inset washbasin
profile with upstand

K4 Profile - Fully inset washbasin
profile without upstand

B1 Profile Bulk Head

Mirror Dispensing Cabinet 0302040
with B1 Bulk Head wall unit.
Note 21mm space for tiling

1. First contact Our sales team will advise
you on suitable products for your
requirements and supply you with product
literature and colour boards. Alternatively,
you may access our website where you
will receive detailed information on our
product range.
2. Specification service Our national
team of managers will be happy to help you
select the most suitable products for each
project. A full NBS specification service
can be provided.

K5 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin profile with upstand

K7 Profile - Fully inset washbasin
profile with upstand

Retractable Soap Dispenser 0302041 with
B1 Bulk Head wall unit.

Retractable Towel Dispenser 0302042
with B1 Bulk Head wall unit.

Note 300mm clear access space
required beneath soap dispenser,
400mm recommended height
for bulk head above vanity.

Note 270mm clear access space
required beneath towel dispenser,
400mm recommended height for
bulk head above vanity.

Note 10mm space for tiling

Note 10mm space for tiling

Baby change Profile

4. Layout drawings Each order is
supported with a full CAD service to
ensure that design performance and
installation criteria are met.

7. After-sales support Just call us for
prompt product support and for ordering
replacement parts or additional products.

On - view bin and chute
0302043 with K8 vanity top
without underframes.
Bin volume = 40lt
Bin width = 300mm

Prompt delivery service

5. Delivery A prompt and efficient
delivery service operates throughout the
UK and Eire.
6. Regular Installers
Our sales team will be happy to provide
details of installation companies who
regularly install our products.

Bins

17mm V313 moisture resistant
680 kg/m3 grade chipboard,
panels faced both sides with
high pressure laminate.
Overall thickness 19mm.
Post forming to horizontal edges
of underpanels. Vertical edges
lipped with a choice of matching
laminate or profiled 3mm pvc.
Suitable for light/medium duty
applications.

Installation document
Your personal guide to make
installation as simple as possible

3. Estimating A comprehensive estimate
is prepared, giving a detailed breakdown of
materials and prices.

K6 Profile - Semi recessed
washbasin profile without upstand

K8 Profile - Fully inset washbasin
profile without upstand

Technical guide
Please ring: 01474 353333

Dedicated helplines
available before, during
and after installation

Concealed bin and chute 0302044
with K3 profile.
Note space available between wall and
back of bin for plumbing is a minimum of
70mm dependent on which vanity profile
the bin is housed within
Bin volume = 30lt

All measurements are in mm
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Bin width = 300mm
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